
Translalion

VOJISLAV SESELJ:

Ladies and gentlemen, I am eXerCISIng my right to reply In

order to get rid of another illusion, even fran this podium: the

illusion about the alleged loyal behaviour of mffllbers of the Croatian

national minori ty in Serbia.

Firs t of all, your party 1 s not loyal to the s ta te of Serbia

because your party's represen ta ti ves recently attended a conference

in Balaton. Did you support TlIM\N, did you help transfer Ustashas

across the Danube, through the terri tory of Backa, into Hungary? Who

kuews what else you have been doing, the lists are long.

Let me reiterate that we are gOIng to expel the Croats,

eXerCISIng the same right that TlIM\N has exercised to expel the

Serbs. You can do your research in Zagreb and find out what right it

was, SInce you have not yet made a single protest against TUEM'N's

crimes, against the expulsion of Serbs and everything else that is

happening in Ustasha Croatia, primarily genocide against the Serbian

people. VVe are not going to resort to genocidal activities because it

is not in the blood of the Serbs. VVe are not going to start killing

you, of course. VVe are simply going to pack you into trucks and

trains, and let you get on with it in Zagreb. You will even be given

the addresses of abandoned Serbian hanes, houses and flats, and you

can move into those hernes, they are still furnished and everything.

And fran here, you can take with you whatever you please, whatever

you need.

Vojislav SESELJ:

I really have to make another reply. I pranIse it will be the last

one, concerning thi s item on the agenda. The person who made the

prevIous reply was reacting to a part of my speech, but it IS

precisely in this way, which I pleaded for - if the Republic of

Serbian Krajina compiles a register of citizenship and Issues

identi ty cards to all refugees, all the Serbs who cane fran the

former Croatia and the Slovenian federal unit - that the Serbian
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